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Abstract

and the set of all the above formal concepts forms a concept

Attribute reduction plays an important role in data

lattice. T he concepts are constituted by two parts: exten

mining based on concept lattice theory, which makes

sion, which consists of all objects belonging to the concept,

knowledge discovery from data easier and knowledge

and intension, which comprises all attributes shared by the

representation simpler. However, many existing meth

objects. The concept lattice reflects the relationship of gen

ods often employ a discernibility matrix to calculate a set

eralization and specialization among concepts. It is an in

of complete reducts and are time-consuming.

To solve

this problem, in this paper, based on an expanded con

tuitive and effective way to represent, discover and design
knowledge structures.

cept lattice, called closed label lattice, a heuristic algo
rithm to attribute reduction is proposed. The proposed
algorithm and an illustrative example show that the al
gorithm can effectively obtain an attribute reduct from
a formal context.

Attribute reduction plays an important role in knowledge
representation and data mining.

Many types of attribute

reduction have been proposed in rough set theory[13-16].
Comparing with the studies on attribute reduction in rough
set theory, there is less effort investigated on the issue in
formal concept analysis. The attribute reduction in concept

Keywords:
Concept lattice; closed label lattice; attribute reduc
tion; heuristic information

lattice is to find the minimal sets of attributes, which can de
termine a concept lattice isomorphic to the one determined
by all attributes while the object set remains unchanged. It
makes the discovery of implicit knowledge in data easier

1. Introduction

and knowledge representation simpler, and extends the the
ory of concept lattice. T he theory and methods of reduction

Concept lattice theory was proposed by Wille [1] in 1982,

in concept lattice have been studied by some authors[17-22]

which is a kind of important mathematical tool for con

recently. In [17], the Concepts of granular consistent set and

It pro

granular reduct in the formal context were introduced, and

vides a theoretical framework for the discovery and design

then discemibility matrices and Boolean functions were re

ceptual data analysis and knowledge processing.

of concept hierarchies from relational information systems.

spectively employed to determine granular consistent sets

Most of the researches on concept lattice focus on such top

and calculate granular reducts in formal contexts. In [19],

ics as: construction of concept lattice[2,3], acquisition of

Based on a discernibility matrix, an approach to attribute

rules[ 4,5], extended model of concept lattice and relation

reduction in concept lattice was presented, and the charac

ship with rough set[ 6-10]. To date, concept lattice has been

teristics of core attribute were analyzed. In terms of rough

applied to information retrieval, digital library, software en

set theory, the reduction of concept lattices in the sense of

gineering and other aspects[ll, 12].

lattice isomorphism was studied and two kinds of reduction

In the concept lattice theory, the data for analysis are de
scribed by formal context
verse U, attributes set

A,

(U, A, 1),

which consists of uni

and relation

lEU

X

A.

Based on

the formal context, we can construct some formal concepts

methods for concept lattices in formal contexts are proposed
in [20]. In [21], relations of attribute reduction between ob
ject and property oriented formal concept lattices were dis
cussed.
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Most of these existing methods study attribute reduction

Table 1. A formal context

of concept lattice by rough set theory and employ discern i
bili!), matrix to ca1culate a complete reduct. The pUlpose

U
1
2

of the paper is to study the method of attribute reduction
from the set of intension of concepts and to give a heuristic
a1gorithm for obtaining one reduct.

tion 2. In Section 3, the basic them)' of attribute reduction

0

d

c

0

0

�

4
5

concept lattice and closed label lattice are recalled in Sec
are

0

u

This paper is organized as follows. Basic definitions of

in concept lattice

b

a

e

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0
0

0

0

0

introduced. In Section 4, a new heuris

tic approach to attribute reduction in concept lattice is pro
posed. Fina1ly, some conclusions m'e given in Section 5.

meet and join of the lattice are given by:

(Xi, BiJ
(Xi, Btl

2. Preliminaries
In thi s section, we review some basic concepts of con
cept lattice and closed label lattice[1,6,23]'

(U, A, f),

Definition 1. A ionna1 context is a triplet

U

where

{Xi, CC2, ... ,xn} is a non-empty, finite set of objects
ca1led the universe of discourse, A
{ai, a2, ... , am} is
a non-empty, finite set of attributes, mId f :;;; U x A is a
binru-y relation between U and A, where (x, a) EO f means
that object X has attribute a.

concept

a)

EO

U

><

A,

(1) there exist

( ec, (2) i. f,

(2) there exi�t

(�C2, a) i. f.
For X c:.: U

:Xi, eC2

mId

X*
B'
X'
X.

ai, a2

=

=

EO

EO

B c:.: A,

A
U

such that

(ec, ai)

such that

(eq, a)

EO

EO

f
f

and
mId

lattice

(Xi, Bll

'

ular, that is, it satisfies the following conditions: for mq

=

=

(Xi n X2, (Bi U B2Y'),
«Xi U X2)*" Bi n B2)'

LeU, A, f) is given
EO L(U, A, f),

as

S;

(2)

in the

follows:

for

(Xi, Bil, (X2' B2)

=

f is reg

(X2'
(X2' B2)

The corresponding partia1 order relation

=

In this paper, we assume that the binary relation

i\
V

-s

(X2, B2)

1===}

Xi c:.: X2

1===}

Bi ::J B2.

(3)

A fonnal context can be represented by a table the ro"vs
of which

headed by the object nrunes and the columns

are

x
a.

headed by the attribute nrunes. A \mue 1 in row
umn

a means that the object x

has the attribute

and col

In this paper,we use the table in [17] for exrunple.

Example 1.

Table 1 depicts an exrun pie of forma1 con

{1, 2,3: 4, 5}, A
U >< A, (x"aJ) EO f
iffobject '1, has va1ue 1 in attribute aj, i.e., aj(xi,l
1. Fig.

text F

=

(U, A, f),

{a,b,c,d,e},

where

and for each

U

=

aJ)

=

EO

=

1 is the Hasse diagrrun of the concept lattice derived from
we define

Table 1.

{a EO A : Vee EO X, Cr:, a) EO I},
{x EO U : Va EO B ( '1, a) EO f}

(1)

is the maxima1 set of attributes shared by all objects in

B' is the maxima1 set of objects that have
B. For X EO U and a EO A, we denote
ec'
{x }' and a'
{a}'. TIms x* is the set of attribntes
possessed by x, and a' is the set of objects having attribute
a.
SinIilarly,

(235.oc)

(2-+.c)

(l3-+.b)

a1l attributes in
=

(l-+.Z,d)

=

(2.occ)

(U A, f) be a forma1 context. A pair
(X, B), ",...ith X c:.: U and B c:.: A, is ca1led a fonna1 concept
of the context (U, A, f) if X*
X. TIle
B mId B'

Definition 2.

Let

=

set of objects

X

and the set of attributes

(].abe)

�

(.::I..bed)

=

B

are

respectively

ca1led the extension and the intension of the fonn a1 concept

eX: B).
Figure 1.

I n the paper, for a fonna 1 concept C , the extension noted
as extension(C) mId the intension noted

a�

The set of a1l form a1 concepts form s a complete lattice
ca1led a concept lattice and is denoted by

L(U, {a,b,c, d, e}, 1)

intension(C).

L(U, A, 1).

The

In [6],we introduced a new lattice structure ca1led closed
label lattice. In the new structure. a11 concepts are depicted
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with its intension reduction. In the following, we briefly
introduce some concepts of closed label lattice.
let (U, A, I) be a formal context, Y C.... A, then Y is a
closed itemset iff Y" = Y. closed itemset is the maxi
mal set of attributes that shared by some object set. Thus,
(l) Every intension of concept in concept lattice is a closed
itemset. (2) The set of intension for all concepts in concept
lattice equals to the set of closed itemset generated from
formal context.
Definition 3. Let (U,A,I) be a formal context. The
closed label of C expressed as Closedlabel (C) For
liY E Closedlabel (C), satisfied
(1)Y" oF Y
(2)Y" = intenswn(C)
(3) liZ c Y, Z" c Y"
Definition 4.
Let (U, A, I) be a fomlal con
text.
C called a closed label concept, expressed as
,

(extension (C) , Closedlabel(C) , intension( C».
The set of all closed label concepts fomls a closed label
lattice and is denoted by CL(U, A,I).
Example 2. The closed label lattice of Table 1 is shown in
Fig. 2.

L(U, A,I) the associated concept lattice. Lu(U, A,I) is
the set of extension of all concepts:
Lu(U,A,I)

=

{XI(X,B) E L(U,A,I)}

For two concept lattices L(U, AI,h), L(U, A2, h), if
Lu(U,AI ,h) = Lu(U, A2,h), then L(U,lh,h) IS
equivalent to L(U,A2, I2)' and noted as

(4)
if L(U,AI,h) =u L(U,A2, h), obviously, one has
that L(U,AI,h) is isomorphic to L(U,A2, h), l.e,

L(U,lh ,h) "" L(U,A2,h ).

Definition 6. Let L(U,lh,h), L(U,lb, h) be tvo con
cept lattice. If for arbitrary concept (X,B) E L(U, A2,I2),
there exists (XI,B') E L(U,AI,h) such that X, = X
then we write L(U, AI,h) ::; L(U, A2,h)
IfL(U,Aloh) ::; L (U,A2,h), thus Lu(U,lh,h) =2
Lu(U,A2,I2)'
Furthermore, if we also have
L(U,A2,I2)
<
L(U,AI,h).
then we write

L(U, AI,h) =u L(U,A2,h).

Definition 7. Let (U, A, I) be a formal contex1. If there
exists Dc::: A, such that L(U,D,ID ) u L(U,A,I), then
D is called a consistent set of (U, A,I). Furthermore, if
L(U, D {d},ID_{d}) oFU L(U,A,I), for all dE D, then
D is called an attribute reduct of U, A, I. The intersection
of all the reducts of (U, A, I) is called the core of (U, A, I)
Due to the above discussion, the essential of the ap
proach to attribute reduction is to find the minimal attribute
set which can determine a concept lattice isomorphic to the
one determined by all attributes.
=

-

JX'><S{
�?
T

(235,{a,e},ae)

C24,{c},c)

(j34,{b},b)
d),Ixl)

(2,("'''

'')'b'd)

(q; ,{abcde},abcde)

Figure 2.

CL(U,{a,b,c, d,e},I)

3. Theory of atb1bute reduction for concept
lattices
In section 2, we have briefly reviewed concept lattices for
attribute representation in formal contexts and the structure
of closed label lattice. In order to obtain the concept lattice
with relatively less attributes, attribute reduction has been
one of the important issues in concept lattice theory. In this
section, we cite the related definitions of attribute reduction
in concept lattices[18,l9].
Definition 5. Let (U,A,I) be a formal context and

4. A heuristic method of attribute reduction for
concept lattice
From the construction of closed label lattice, we can see
that the set of closed labels of every concept are intension
reduction for the concept. Therefore, from the point of
closed labels, attribute reduction of concept lattice can be
obtained easier. In this section, we introduce a heuristic
method of attribute reduction for concept lattice based on
closed label lattice.
Up to the definition of closed label lattice, we have the
following property.
Property 1.
Let F = (U, A,I) be a formal context,
L(U,A,I) the associated concept lattice and CL(U,A,I)
the association closed label lattice. Then L(U,A,I) ""

CL(U, A, I).

Proof. Since by Definition 4 we know that Lu(U,A, I) =
CLu(U,A,I). So, L(U, A,I) "" CL(U,A,I).
Based on the Property I, the set of attribute reduct
of CL(U,A,I) equals to the set of attribute reduct of
Q.E.D.
L(U, A,I).
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The following theorem shows that the consistent sets of

CLW, A,I) can be determined by closed label of all the
concept in CL(U,A,I) .
Theorem 1. Let F
(U,A, I) be a formal context and
C L(U, A,I) the associated closed label lattice. An at
tribute subset D C;; A is referred to as a consistent set of
CL(U,A,I) , itI for every concept C E CL(U, A, I), there
existsY E Closedlabel(C) such thatY C;; D.
Proof. ( ===? ). If D C;; A is referred to as a con
sistent set of CL(U, A, I) , then for every concept C E
CL(U, A ,I) , there exists concept CI E CL(U, D ,ID) ,
such that extension(C)
extension(C').
Since,
eJ;tension(C)
{PlY E Closedlabel (C) }, we con
clude that eTtension(C)
extension(C/) if and on1y if
there existsY E Closedlabel(C) such thatY C;; D.
({==) If for every concept C E CL(U,A ,I) , there
exists Y E Closedlabel(C) such that Y C;; D. Thus
for every concept C E CL( U,A ,I) , there exists a con
cept CI E CL(U,D,ID) , such that eTtension(C)
extension (C/) . Therefore, D C;; A is a consistent set of
CL(U, A,I) .
Q.E.D.
Let {DiIDi, i E T }( T is a index set) be all reduct of
CL( U, A,I) , then an element of core satisfied: bE n iETDi
=

=

=

=

=

. By using the closed label of concepts, it is easy to obtain
the core of CL(U,A,I) as follows:
Theorem 2. Let F
(U, A,I) be a fonnal context and
C L(U, A,I) the associated closed label lattice. An attribute
a E A is an element of the core of CL (U, A, I) iff there
exists CE CL(U,A,I) such that Closedlabel(C)
{a}
Proof. (� ) . If a E A is an element of the core of
CL(U, A ,I) , then a E rliETDi. Thus, there exists C E
CL(U,A,I) such that {a} E Closedlabel(C) . By the
property of closed label, {a} Closedlabel(C) .
( {==). Assume that there exists C E CL (U,A, I) such
that Closedlabel (C)
{a}, then a included in all the
reduct, i.e. a E niETDi. Therefore, {a} is an element of
QED.
the core of CL(U,A,I)
Example 3. From Fig.2,
=

=

=

=

Closedlabel((24,{c}) ,c) c
Closedlabel((134,{b}) ,b) b
Closedlabel((14,{d}) ,bd) d
So, c,b, d are the element of core. Thus, the core of
CL(U, A,I) and L(U, A,I) is {c,b, d}
=

=

=

In the following, a heuristic method based on closed la
bel lattice is proposed. In a heuristic method of attributes
reduction, there are two key issues, one is core's calcu1a
tion, the other is measuring of significance of attributes. By
Theorem 2, we can directly obtain the element of core by
traversing the concepts in CL(U,A,I) . we calcu1ate the
significance of each of attributes by la/l, a E A, where la/l
denotes the number of objects that shared by a.
Algorithm 1: a heuristic method of attribute reduction for
concept lattice

F
(U,A, I), where U
{Ul, U2,··· ,ulUl}, A {al,a2,··· ,alAI}, and associated
closed label lattice CL (U, A, I)

Input: A formal conte:>.1:

=

=

=

Output: a reduct R
01 Initialize COTe 0
02 For every concept CE CL( U,A , I) begin
03 if Closedlabel(C) has only one elementY and
if CaTd(Y)
1
04
05
then COTe COTe U Y
06 End
07 Initialize R COTe
08 For every concept C E CL(U,A,I) begin
09 Initialize T
false
10 for every elementY E Closedlabe/(C) begin
11 IfYC;;R
12 Then T tTuE,break
13 End
14 If T
falSE, break
15 End
16 If T tTUE,tum to step 19
17 For a E A - R, calculate m.=(la'l)
18 Let R R LJ a, tum to step 08
19 Output R
20 End
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

As follows, we analyze the complexity for computing a
reduct by Algorithm 1. We suppose ICI is the number of
concept'> in closed label lattice. (1) The time complexity for
computing COTE is O(ICI) (2) The time complexity for
computing la/l is O(IUIIAI). (3) The time complexity for
testing whether R is a reduct is 0 CICI) SO, the time com
plexity of this algoritlun is O (ICI + I AI (I UIIAI + ICI»

O(IU IIAI2 + IAIICI)·

=

Example 4. By Example 3, the core of CL(U,A, I) is
{b,c, d}. However, {b,c, d} is not a reduct. In fact, for
concept (235,{a,E},ae), both a and E are not included in
the attribute set {b,c, d}.
For the attribute a, e in A - {b,c, d}, we have la'I= 3,
le'I= 3. We choose a added in {b,c, d}. For every concept,
there exists an element of closed label include in {a,b,c, d}.
Therefore, {b,c, d} is a reduct.
5. Conclusions
To improve the limitation of time-consuming of existing
attribute reductions in concept lattice theory, in the present
study, a heuristic algorithm of attribute reduction has been
proposed using an expanded concept lattice called closed
label lattice. The algorithm has been provided a new point
of view for studying attribute reduction in the concept lat
tice theory. From the proposed algorithm and an illustrative
example, we affirm that the algorithm can effectively obtain
an attribute reduct from a formal context. In the future, we
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will develop the corresponding version in fonnal decision
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